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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document summarizes the main content of deliverable D1.3 (a prototype deliverable) which
regards the implementation of alignments and making them available via the Web. Every source is
available via a SPARQL endpoint, but we also created some extra services to provide facetted
browsing and resolvable identifiers

We first describe the two most important finalized SKOS alignments:
- an alignment between the Dutch Cornetto Wordnet and W3C Wordnet
- alignments between many different genre vocabularies (e.g. BBC, IMDB, TVA)

After that we describe ongoing work on proposing a layered approach like FRBR as a model for
choosing and relating reusable identifiers that point to several types of video descriptions.
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1.  Rationale for the choice of our first three alignment efforts

Next to extending the linked data cloud, the most important reason within this project for creating
alignments is to provide input for content-based recommendation algorithms.

Recommendation algorithms play an important role in the NoTube project. Take for example the use
case WP7b from the technical annex on personal TV guides.

The objective of this use case is to illustrate the design and development of a Personalized TV Guide
recommending to the viewer TV programs and proposing him/her additional content and services
including advertising material. We intend to experiment with various types of users in a multilingual
setting, with a range of context identification technologies (e.g. RFID/NFC tags, sensors), as well as
with different control interfaces (e.g. traditional TV remote control, Web-enabled remote control).
The project will consider only using existing consumer electronic devices with integrated RFID and
NFC tags and readers, e.g. mobile phones, laptops and TV remote controls. For a high accuracy of the
recommendations produced by the electronic program guide we will also experiment various
recommendation algorithms developed in WP3. The TV guide content used in this use case will be
enriched according to the strategies in WP4. Here we are only dealing on a metadata level and not in
the TV program stream.

In order to provide a personal recommendation, some algorithms compare between users the context
that describe when, how, where and/or what they have been watching. When two users are ‘similar’ in
someway regarding the preferences on video content, the preferences could be shared between them
as recommendation.  For example, if Chris and Guus like the same movies, then the movies of Guus
that are not seen by Chris are recommended to Chris. Traditional collaborative filtering algorithms
compare only the identifiers of the content. Content-based collaborative filtering also incorporates
meta-information of the content in order to differentiate between different contexts. For example, it
could be that Guus likes both Science-Fiction movies and Musicals, and Chris only Science-fiction,
then only the Science-Fiction movies of Guus should be recommended to Chris. For the latter type of
recommendation algorithms we identified three different types of content where alignments are
useful.

1. Genres. Genres are an interesting ingredient for content-based filtering algorithms. Like the
above example, if Chris watches only movies that are classified as  Science-fiction, it could
be a good idea to propose some new Sci-fi movies that are broadcasted the coming week on
BBC via his new TV-subscription. His old TV-subscription only had Dutch TV-channels, and
the broadcasters provided the genres in Dutch. Obviously, an alignment between the BBC-
genres and Dutch TV channels would make it possible to compare the historical profile of
Chris with the content classification of the new broadcasts on BBC.

2. Wordnet. When the content of a movie, like the plot is described in natural language,
automated Named-entity extractors like Alchemy1 allow recommendation algorithms to
compare the content based on identified concepts. For example, if Balthasar often watches
programs that contain the automatically identified concept ‘London’, then he could be
interested in more programs that contain that concept. W3C wordnet2 is a standard conversion
of Princeton WordNet to RDF/OWL. The automated entity extractors are mainly written for
the English language, and therefore, when a program is described in another (less popular)
language like Dutch, the tools will not be useful. An alignment with ‘wordnets’ in other
languages will allow a precise translation between concepts.

1 http://www.alchemyapi.com/
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/wordnet-rdf/

http://www.alchemyapi.com/
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3. Identifiers. Popular programs like ‘the Simpsons’ are broadcasted on many different
channels and also available via other sources like DVDs or YouTube. Now imagine that Bob
watched the same episode as Fritz, but Bob via a BBC broadcast and Fritz via a downloaded
torrent. Needless to say that recommender systems need to know that the content of the two
videos is the same in order to function. Also it is important to recognize that a recommender
system may regard two sources with the same content still not as similar, because it could (for
example) take the technical capabilities of the computer into account. For example, if the
recommender system ‘knows’ that the machine of the user is not able to play content in DivX
encoding, then a torrent containing such a file should not be recommended (even if the
content itself would be very matching). Section 3 gives a description of ongoing work to
model these different identification layers. The layered approach allows us to specify that two
identifiers point to ‘similar’ content on one level but not on another level. For example, when
we take the MD5 hash of the DivX file containing the episode of the Simpsons as identifier 1
and the URL to the broadcast information on the BBC of the same episode, then these two
identifiers are similar regarding the content, but not regarding the format. Alignments that
take into account these layers will make it easier for recommendation algorithms to determine
the relevance of the content for the users.

The recommender algorithms developed within this project also take into account many other meta-
data, for example channel-id’s, actors etc. For those there are no alignments available and therefore
are not in the scope of this document. However, it may well be that these other types of metadata may
be as, or even more, useful. For more information about the recommendation strategies in NoTube,
we like to refer to workshop article at SDOW2009 [4].

In the next sections we provide some information about the realized alignments and a model for
aligning different identifiers, and how to use the online services that provide several ways access to
these alignments.

2. Cornetto Wordnet  <--> W3C Wordnet

The Cornetto project [2] is funded by the Nederlandse Taalunie in the STEVIN framework
(www.taalunieversum.org/stevin). It is a collaborative project with also the VU Amsterdam
as partner. The goal was to build a lexical semantic database for Dutch, covering 40K entries,
including the most generic and central part of the language. Cornetto combines the structures
of both the Princeton Wordnet and FrameNet for English, by combining and aligning two
existing semantic resources for Dutch: the Dutch Wordnet (Vossen 1998) and the Referentie
Bestand Nederlands (Martin et al 1999). To create the initial Cornetto database, the word
meanings in the Referentie Bestand Nederlands (RBN) and the Dutch WordNet (DWN) have
been automatically aligned. The final Cornetto Database can be divided into two subsets:

- Core Cornetto - the part that has been manually checked, edited and confirmed after
an initial set of automatic alignment procedures (appr. 8,500 lexical units and 3,000
words).

- Extended Cornetto- the part of Cornetto that is not manually checked and covers
approximately 89,000 words and 110,000 lexical units.

Currently we are transforming the alignments to RDF, meaning that the relations between the
concepts within each wordnet and the relations between the wordnets are transformed. We
take W3C Wordnet in RDF as the format for creating the identifiers of the Dutch Cornetto
concepts.

http://www.w3.org/TR/wordnet-rdf/
www.taalunieversum.org/stevin
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We also have chosen to introduce identifiers for the instances of classes Synset, WordSense
and Word. We use the base uri + a locally unique ID. Three kinds of entities need a URI:
instances of the classes Synset, WordSense and Word. Instead of using the unique Cornetto
IDs we have tried to use IDs derived from information in the source and also tried to make
them human-readable, similary as the identifier construction of W3C wordnet. Because the
IDs have distinct syntactic patterns, it is easy to identify the type of the resource (Synset,
WordSense or Word) by examining the URI. The patterns are described in Primer to using
RDF/OWL WordNet.

We use two different namespaces: one for the schema and one for the instances. This makes
it possible to manage the schema separately from the instances.

For example http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/synset-computergeheugen-1-noun, is an
identifier for the Dutch synset word “Computergeheugen” (computer-memory),  which is the
first meaning of the noun in Cornetto. In order to make the identifiers permanently resolvable
and to have a distinction between the resolving server and naming server, we chose to create
PURL urls.  We use the Cliopatria server3 to host the created RDF alignments and the
relations within the Wordnets. Figure 1 provides a screenshot of resolving
http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/synset-computergeheugen-1-noun.

3 http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/software/ClioPatria.shtml

http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/synset-computergeheugen-1-noun
http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/synset-computergeheugen-1-noun
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the alignment results between the dutch word « computergeheugen » and W3C
Wordnet

Below in figure 2: an example of one of the alignments in RDF. For readability, we skipped
the namespace definitions.

<wn20s:NounSynset rdf:about="&cornetto;d_n-39464">
  <cornetto:domain rdf:resource="&cornetto;furniture"/>
  <cornetto:domain rdf:resource="&cornetto;person"/>
  <cornetto:eqNearSynonym rdf:resource="&wn20i;synset-dishwasher-noun-1"/>
  <cornetto:eqNearSynonym rdf:resource="&wn20i;synset-dishwasher-noun-2"/>
  <cornetto:hasHyperonym rdf:resource="&cornetto;d_n-32445"/>
  <cornetto:posSpecific xml:lang="en">NOUN_MASCULINE</cornetto:posSpecific>
  <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="&cornetto;"/>
  <wn20s:senseLabel xml:lang="nl">glazenspoeler</wn20s:senseLabel>
</wn20s:NounSynset>

3. Program Genre alignments

Given the nature of the NoTube project (integrated project), we focus on creating alignments between
the data provided by the content partners in the project (RAI, BBC, KT, Engin, etc) in order to allow
interoperability and adhere to the multi-lingual requirements. We created a set of manually aligned
genre identifiers for most of the relevant (video) content. Due to its quality, the rich vocabularies and
elaborate schemas, we decided to use TV-Anytime4 as the standard schema in NoTube for annotating
the various aspects of the programmes. TV-Anytime has an extensive genre vocabulary, which Jean-
Pierre Evain also made available5 in SKOS.  Figure 3 shows an example of the ‘adventure’ genre with
the SKOS schema in RDF/XML format:

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml#3.4.6.1">
  <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#Concept" />
  <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Adventure</skos:prefLabel>
  <skos:definition xml:lang="en">e.g. Tomb Raider</skos:definition>

<skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml" />
<skos:broader>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml#3.4.6">
  <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#Concept" />
  </rdf:Description>
  </skos:broader>
...

Figure 3: example of a TV-Anytime program genre and its SKOS relations

Another candidate for being the schema to describe the content is the BBC Program Ontology6. The
reason for choosing TV-Anytime is because the BBC Program Ontology does not cover many
technical aspects, like broadcast formats and types of streaming and because it is has a less formal
status.
At the moment we made the following alignments between the several Genre-vocabularies in SKOS7:

BBC <==> TV-Anytime
DVB-SI  (German) <==>    TV-Anytime

4 http://www.etsi.org/website/technologies/tvanytime.aspx
5 http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml
6 http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/programmes/
7 for an up-to-date overview of the available alignments, please visit
http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/notube/mappings/

http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/software/ClioPatria.shtml
http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml#3.4.6.1
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#Concept
http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml
http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml#3.4.6
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#Concept
http://www.etsi.org/website/technologies/tvanytime.aspx
http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/programmes/
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Engin (Turkish) <==>    TV-Anytime
Uitzending-gemist (Dutch) <==>    TV-Anytime
BBC <==>    Youtube
BBC <==>    IMDB

And we plan to have

RAI (Italian) <==>    TV-Anytime
KT (Korean) <==>    TV-Anytime

An example of one of the alignments in SKOS schema and RDF-Turtle format can be found in figure
4.

@prefix skos:<http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>.
@prefix yt-genre:<http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/youtube.com/genres/>.
@prefix bbc-genre:<http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/bbc.co.uk/genres/>.

# program genre alingments between Youtube genres and TVA genres
# Balthasar Schopman and Ronald Siebes, VU University Amsterdam
# September 2009

yt-genre:Autos skos:broadMatch bbc-genre:factual_carsandmotors .
yt-genre:Comedy skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:comedy .
yt-genre:Comedy skos:narrowMatch bbc-genre:childrens_entertainmentandcomedy .
yt-genre:Education skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:learning .
yt-genre:Education skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:factual .
yt-genre:Education skos:narrowMatch bbc-genre:drama_historical .
yt-genre:Education skos:narrowMatch bbc-genre:factual .
yt-genre:Entertainment skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:entertainment .
yt-genre:Entertainment skos:narrowMatch bbc-genre:childrens_entertainmentandcomedy .
yt-genre:Film skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:drama .
yt-genre:Howto skos:broadMatch bbc-genre:learning .
yt-genre:Music skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:music .
yt-genre:Music skos:narrowMatch bbc-genre:childrens_music .
yt-genre:Music skos:narrowMatch bbc-genre:comedy_music .
yt-genre:News skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:news .
yt-genre:News skos:narrowMatch bbc-genre:childrens_news .
yt-genre:People skos:closeMatch bbc-genre:comedy_character .

Figure 4: part of program genre alignments between Youtube genres and TVA genres

The namespaces for the genre vocabularies are chosen to be on Purl.org, because we want resolvable
identifiers which can be reused also after the project.  The format of the URI is

http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/DOMAIN/GENRE-ID

http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/notube/mappings/
mailto:@prefix
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
mailto:@prefix
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/youtube.com/
mailto:@prefix
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/bbc.co.uk/
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/DOMAIN/GENRE-ID
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where DOMAIN represents the source of the identifiers and GENRE-ID the identifier of the genres.
We plan to set up a generic authentication mechanism where each domain can maintain its own
identifiers. For example, imdb.com is allowed to alter the identifiers for
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/imdb.com/ The advantage is that such a distributed mechanism is
more scalable and gives the authority to the domain owners.

Currently we have the following domains for the different genre identifiers:

http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/bbc.co.uk -> BBC
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/imdb.com -> IMDB
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/engin.tv -> ENGIN
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/youtube.com -> Youtube
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/tv-anytime.org -> TV-Anytime
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/uitzending-gemist.nl -> Uitzending Gemist

The purl domains currently redirect to a server hosted at the VU (domain
http://eculture2.cs.vu.nl:8080/ntsrv/) where a Java Servlet running on Tomcat provides the SKOS
alignment with other genre identifiers.  Figure 5 shows a screenshot for
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/imdb.com/genres/comedy

Figure 5: screenshot of genre browser in SKOS

4. FRVR: layered approach for content identifier alignments

In this section we describe work in progress on making a model for the different layers of
descriptors for video content.

http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/imdb.com/
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/bbc.co.uk
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/imdb.com
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/engin.tv
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/youtube.com
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/tv-anytime.org
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/uitzending-gemist.nl
http://eculture2.cs.vu.nl:8080/ntsrv/
http://purl.org/identifiers/genres/imdb.com/
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4.1. Video context abstractions

The several case-studies in WP7 mention a rich variety of situations where people watch video
content. For example, programs broadcasted on televisions, DVD's played via media-players,
watching online Youtube videos, etc. As already mentioned before, the different types of
recommender algorithms require specific types of contextual information. This contextual information
comes from different sources, and we need a mechanism to link these different contexts in order to
express that there is a relation between them. Such a mechanism basically deals with two issues:

- How to find a uniform way of choosing/creating identifiers

- How to link these identifiers and express the type of relation

These sources independently provide their own different types of annotations, and have their own
expertise and incentives to do this. For example:

- Movie makers like Warner Bros, Colombia etc give content descriptions like the plot,
keywords, actors etc. in order to gain interest of the public

- Broadcasters provide the schedule and channel information in order for people to tune in

- Torrent creators provide technical information about the type of encoding in order not to
disappoint people after downloading it

- Users may (or their players like Boxee) provide the timestamps of watching it and feedback in
order to get good recommendations

- Etc

The contexts vary in which a NoTube user can experience video content

Think about the following examples:

 Watching the uncut version of an episode of the "adams family", remastered 40 years later,
having Italian voice-over, downloaded via a torrent in DivX format projected on a beamer.

 Watching a repetition of the latest "BBC ONE late news", on "the BBC world channel", on
the hotel tv, in a hotel room in Dubai.

 Watching a trailer of the "pigs in space" movie on a Real Audio stream, on a mirror site of the
Warner Bros trailer portal, on a opensource player in a Google Android phone.

Every example can be clustered via the following features (which all may be relevant, for example to
the recommendation algorithms)

 First, a  Brand (e.g. Lost) has several series and/or seasons, which themselves are divided into
episodes.

 An episode can have several versions in which the content is changed (for example an uncut
or censored version)

 An episode could also be altered to improve the quality, like colouring in case when the
original is in black and white.

 An episode can be modified to adjust it to the cultural context, for example voice over and
subtitles
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 The technical context of the intended audience varies a lot, for example encoded in DivX for
torrents, or on HDTV for fancy broadcasts.

 Also, the physical experience of the episode could be identified depending on the context. For
example, if the episode was on a legal DVD, it could be identified by the product number. In
case of a Torrent it could be the torrent hash code. In case of a webcast, it could the URL of
the stream. In case of a TV broadcast, it could be the program identifier (e.g. the BBC
identifiers).

To summarize the above, we can cluster video content regarding to the use-cases, the stakeholders
and the properties. Choosing the identifiers for the content is far from trivial. In the next section we
describe how the FRBR model, originating from the bibliographic domain, can be used do separate
the different context layers in a way that coincides with the different types of stakeholders.

4.2. The FRBR model

The Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) is a conceptual model of the
bibliographic universe, describing the entities in that universe, their attributes, and relationships
among the entities. The FRBR Entity Levels express the different layers that are relevant for the
bibliographic domain. For example, the book "Rant" by Chuck Palahniuk, is a "Work". It can have
different "Expressions", for example a censored version, or a translation in French. It can have
different "Manifestations" like PDF, and the local copy on your machine is an "Item". In the
MultiMediaN project8, where the VUA is involved, a simpler model is proposed for creating the
distinctions in the domain of cultural heritage. There are only two layers: works and expressions, like
the painting of the Van Gogh’s Sunflowers, and a picture of that painting. The FRBR model appears
(cf. Figure 6)to be more suitable which we will discuss in the next section.

8 http://www.multimedian.nl/nl/home.php
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Figure 6: FRBR example

One can argue that the choice of these levels of FRBR might be a bit arbitrary. For example, why not
have different types of layout, or prints (paper-back or hard-cover)? Probably this is the most practical
one that fits most needs. Davis et al. created an RDF version of FRBR9, and provides a clear overview
of the different properties in their schema. We will adjust this schema in order to match it with the
domain of video content.

Figure 7 shows a snapshot of the RDF version.
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Endeavour">
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">endeavour</rdfs:label>
    <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Any of the products of artistic or creative endeavour.</skos:definition>
    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">This class represents any one of the FRBR group one entities.</rdfs:comment>
    <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#ResponsibleEntity"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Subject"/>
    <owl:equivalentClass rdf:nodeID="arc675eb4"/>
    <dct:issued>2005-07-15</dct:issued>
    <skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb9"/>

<skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb10"/>
<skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb11"/>

</rdf:Description>

  <rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="arc675eb4">
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">the union of all expressions, items, manifestations and works</rdfs:label>
    <owl:unionOf rdf:nodeID="arc675eb5"/>
  </rdf:Description>

  <rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="arc675eb5">
    <rdf:first rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Expression"/>

9 http://vocab.org/frbr/core.html

http://www.multimedian.nl/nl/home.php
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Endeavour
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#ResponsibleEntity
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Subject
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Expression
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    <rdf:rest rdf:nodeID="arc675eb6"/>
  </rdf:Description>

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Expression">
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">expression</rdfs:label>
    <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A realization of a single work usually in a physical form.</skos:definition>
    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">This class corresponds to the FRBR group one entity 'Expression'.</rdfs:comment>
    <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Endeavour"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Work"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Item"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Manifestation"/>
    <dct:issued>2005-07-15</dct:issued>
    <skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb16"/>

<skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb17"/>
<skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb18"/>

</rdf:Description>

  <rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="arc675eb6">
    <rdf:first rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Item"/>
    <rdf:rest rdf:nodeID="arc675eb7"/>

</rdf:Description>

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Item">
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">item</rdfs:label>
    <skos:definition xml:lang="en">An exemplar of a single manifestation.</skos:definition>
    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">This class corresponds to the FRBR group one entity 'Item'.</rdfs:comment>
    <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Endeavour"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Work"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Expression"/>
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Manifestation"/>
    <dct:issued>2005-07-15</dct:issued>
    <skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb22"/>

<skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb24"/>
<skos:changeNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb25"/>
<skos:historyNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb23"/>

    <skos:historyNote rdf:nodeID="arc675eb26"/>
  </rdf:Description>

Figure 7: a snapshot of the RDF version of the FRBR model by Davids et al.

4.3. FRVR: Functional Requirements for Video Records

The FRBR model will be used as inspiration to identify the different layers in NoTube regarding
video content. First, we have to think about the purpose of identifying different kind of layers and
then make a practical choice. With practical we mean that it should be easy to understand, it should
cover most examples mentioned in the previous section in order to match the requirements of the
recommendation algorithms developed within NoTube.

A recommendation has to match several types of requirements: technical, financial, geographical,
time-wise, content-wise. The recommendation algorithms that make suggestions based only on the
content, only need higher-level descriptions of the content. For example, similar to Amazon's
algorithm: people who read these books, also read those, applies to people who watched these movies
also watched those regardless of the availability, formats, locations and time-points these users
watched these movies. So, for that a simple set of IMDB identifiers is enough. When the
recommendation algorithm also takes technical aspects into account, for example only movies that
can be played on an iPhone, we will need for to know more about the file like the torrent id which can
be looked up in the torrent search engines. We need only those instances of the movies that are in the
appropriate format.

http://vocab.org/frbr/core.html
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Expression
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Endeavour
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Work
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Item
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Manifestation
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Item
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Item
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Endeavour
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Work
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Expression
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Manifestation
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Layers

The layers that we suggest for video content are: Brand, Episode, Version and Item, where item is
an abstract class that has three different kind of instances "TV-broadcast-item", "TOD-item", "Web-
item", "file-item". Every item has an 'encoding-type' e.g. mpg-stream, or divX, bitrate and an
encryption-type.

- A TV-broadcast-item, is bounded by the moment of broadcasting, has a channel, a duration
and perhaps some extra properties like price and advertisement moments.

- A TOD-item (TV on demand), is bounded by the moments the user can choose to watch it,
the channel, the duration and perhaps extra properties like advertisement moments.

- A Web-item, is bounded by the moments the user can choose to watch it, the URLs of the
streams, file-type, encryption, encoding etc

- A file-item is not time-bound, because it is assumed to be saved on a device owned by the
user. For example a torrent, a DVD etc.

The TV-Anytime schemas and vocabularies already covers most of the properties needed to annotate
each identified layer. Figure 8 shows the four layers and gives some examples.
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Figure 8: examples of the four FRVR layers

Identifiers

In order to achieve wide applicability of the services developed within Notube, like the enrichment
services, it is advisable to re-use existing well-known identifiers as much as possible. Preferably,
these identifiers need to be resolvable. This is pragmatic because people recognize them, and they are
already used (e.g. IMDB, DBPedia, BBC-programid, Youtube-link, ISBN number, Torrents, MD5 file
hashes etc). It is important that the identifiers are pointing to content that matches the level of
abstraction belonging to the respective layer in our NoTube 'FRVR' stack. For example, content
described at the 'Brand' layer can point to the generic IMDB description or DBPedia page. Similarly,
for the 'Episode' layer. Finding identifiers for content described by the 'version layer' is a bit less
trivial. Some movies, may have been re-mastered, and subtitled and in wide-screen format. In that
case, the identifier preferably points to a description of this version. If that does not exist, we can
create one and make it resolvable and registered as persistent urls on purl.org. For the item layer we
can use references to online EPG data, a specific torrent id, an isbn number, or an MD5 hash of the
content.

Below an informal example to illustrate the four layers
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<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#"
 xml:base="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl"
 xmlns:owl2xml="http://www.w3.org/2006/12/owl2-xml#"
 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
 xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
 xmlns:ebu_epg="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#"
 xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/#"
 xmlns:ebu_tva="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/TVA.owl#"
 xmlns:ebu_av="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/AV/EBU_OWL_AVAttributes_ontology.owl#"
 xmlns:FRVR="http://www.notube.tv#FRVR.owl"
 xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#">

<!— example of the BRAND layer -->
 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0106145/">

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#ProgrammeGroup"/>
 <dc:title>"Star Trek: Deep Space Nine" </dc:title>
 <ebu_epg:hasProgrammeGroupSynopsisText>Orbiting the liberated planet of Bajor, a Federation space station guards the opening of a

stable wormhole to the far side of the Galaxy</ebu_epg:hasProgrammeGroupSynopsisText>
 <ebu_epg:hasProgrammeGroupGenre>

http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml#3.4.2</ebu_epg:ProgrammeGenre>
 <ebu_epg:hasScheduleEvent rdf:resource="http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006m86d"/>

 </rdf:Description>

 <!-- example of the EPISODE layer -->
 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0708505/">

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#Programme"/>
 <ebu_epg:programmeEpisodeOfSeries  rdf:resource="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0106145/">
 <ebu_epg:ProgrammeDuration>02:20:30 </ebu_epg:#ProgrammeDuration>
 <dc:title>"Star Trek: Deep Space Nine" Behind the Lines (1997)</dc:title>
 <ebu_epg:hasProgrammeSynopsis>After forming an attack plan on the Dominion, Sisko relinquishes command of the Defiant to Dax

after accepting a promotion. On DS9, the resistance faces discovery when Odo links with another
changeling</ebu_epg:ProgrammeSynopsis>

 <ebu_epg:hasProgrammeGenre>
http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/skos/ebu_ContentGenreCS.skos.xml#3.4.2</ebu_epg:hasProgrammeGenre>

 <ebu_epg:hasScheduleEvent rdf:resource="http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006m86d"/>
 <ebu_epg:hasOnDemandProgramme rdf:resource="http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00q0g8g/>
 <ebu_epg:ProgrammeDuration>02:20:30 </ebu_epg:#ProgrammeDuration>

 </rdf:Description>

 <!-- example of the VERSION layer -->
 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006m86d">

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#ScheduleEvent"/>
 <ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedStartTime>2010-04-29T13:25:00Z</ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedStartTime>
 <ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedEndTime>2010-04-29T13:25:00Z</ebu_epg:ScheduleEventPublishedEndTime>
 <frvr:hasBroadcastChannel rdf:resource="http://purl.org/vocabularies/tv-channels/bbc-uk/bbc-one">
 <nt:hasBroadcaster rdf:resource="http://www.bbc.co.uk/foaf.rdf"/>

 </rdf:Description>

 <-- example of the ITEM Layer -->
 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.bbc.co.uk/broadcast/b006m86d">

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/EPG/EBU_EPG.owl#BroadcastEvent"/>
 <ebu_epg:hasRelatedScheduleEvent rdf:resource="http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006m86d"/>

 </rdf:Description>  <!-- the on demand programme via stream -->
 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00q0g8g">

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/TVA.owl#OnDemandProgramme"/>
 <ebu_tva:DeliveryMode rdf:about="#streaming"/>
 <frvr:location>http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00q0g8g.avi</frvr:location>
 <ebu_tva:hasOnDemandProgrammeBeginOfAvailability>2010-05-

29T13:25:00Z</ebu_tva:hasOnDemandProgrammeBeginOfAvailability>
 <ebu_tva:hasOnDemandProgrammeEndOfAvailability>2011-05-29T13:25:00Z</ebu_tva:hasOnDemandProgrammeEndOfAvailability>
 <ebu_av:hasAVAttributesStreamBitrateAverage>5600<ebu_av:hasAVAttributesStreamBitrateAverage>
 <ebu_av:hasVideoAttributesCodingDefinition>AVI</ebu_av:hasVideoAttributesCodingDefinition>

 </rdf:Description>

<!—- another example of the ITEM Layer -->
 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://torrents.thepiratebay.org/3561324/Star_Trek_Deep_Space_Nine_S04.3561324.TPB.torrent">

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/TVA.owl#OnDemandProgramme"/>
 <ebu_tva:DeliveryMode rdf:about="download"/>
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 <nt:location>http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00q0g8g.avi</nt:location>
 <ebu_tva:hasOnDemandProgrammeBeginOfAvailability>2010-06-

29T13:25:00Z</ebu_tva:hasOnDemandProgrammeBeginOfAvailability>
 <ebu_av:hasVideoAttributesCodingDefinition>DIVX</ebu_av:hasVideoAttributesCodingDefinition>

 </rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

Figure 9: an informal example of instantiations of the four FRVR layers

In the coming period we will formalize the FRVR model and connect it to the use-cases in WP7 and
their respective recommendation strategies.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00q0g8g.avi
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